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Introduction 

 

This Spirit Success Report interprets the places of the planets at the time of your birth, 

describing your personal houses, sign placements, and planetary aspects. 

 

These astrological delineations depict your potential and how to make the most of it, or 

the challenges you will continue to face and how to confront and benefit from them.  

Though you may change through experience, your inherent characteristics will still 

motivate how you act and react to circumstances.  How you handle yourself is really a 

clue to your success, and it is up to you to make the "right" choices. 

 

Here are the parts which make up your chart: 

 

HOUSES:  Govern sections of your life, e.g., your money, your health, your partners, 

etc.  They are also meaningful as to where your early interests lie and if they are worth 

pursuing. 

 

SIGNS:  Contribute feelings or vibrations to "color" planets, e.g., MERCURY rules 

GEMINI and VIRGO and emphasizes their qualities of thought, travel, health, and work.  

JUPITER rules SAGITTARIUS and higher education, spiritual growth, and law. 

 

ASPECTS:  Are angles combining the planets in the SIGNS/HOUSES that trigger the 

manner in which you will be influenced or can handle your qualities to advantage, e.g., 
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MERCURY (thought) TRINE (in good aspect to) JUPITER (education and law) may 

indicate that you can succeed as a counselor in legal matters. 

 

A "Strength" number precedes each ASPECT interpretation towards the end of the 

reading.  This number synthesizes how exact is the aspect, whether the aspect is major 

or minor, and whether an aspecting planet is close to one of the four chart angles.  The 

higher the Strength, the more you are likely to feel the aspect and to live it out in your 

life. 

 

You are most likely to feel and act out the Spirit Success Report's sign and house 

placement interpretations when the planets involved are strong in your chart.  This is 

true especially of the outer planets, Jupiter through Pluto.  The Astrodynes program, 

also available from Halloran Software, calculates the respective power and harmony of 

all the planets in your chart. 
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Ascendant and Midheaven Delineations 

 

 

  

Aquarius Ascendant 

 

(The Oracle) 

 

Your distinctive features are your eyes, sometimes the color of the sea, the sky, or both 

-- one is never sure which.  You are a one-of-a-kind person in touch with "something" 

that gives you special insights into "tomorrow."  You don't ask to be understood, but 

need freedom to explore the horizon. Problems occur in avoiding commitment.  You 

cannot get along without people, since you would have no way to express the 

compassion you feel for all of earth's creatures. 
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Ascendant conjunct Jupiter  (Strength:  3.73) 

 

(The Expansive) 

 

You desire the best of all-possible worlds and can't settle for less.  You may depend on 

others to provide your needs rather than to put your own energy into your projects.  You 

are surprised if they balk or object, since you reason you would do the same for them 

under similar circumstances --and you would!  You are never satisfied with current 

achievements and will spend much of your life employing an "extra stretch" to extend 

your knowledge and share your findings. 

 

 

First House Ruler Sign and House 

 

The Ascendant and First House 

 

The Ascendant and First House describe the character of your private self.  This 

includes the appearance of your body and inherent qualities of your self. Aquarius is on 

the cusp of this house, so it is ruled by both Saturn and Uranus.  Saturn in Scorpio is 

disposited by Mars and Pluto.  Uranus in Sagittarius is disposited by Jupiter. 
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Saturn in Scorpio 

 

(The Forceful) 

 

The powerful image you create tempts you to thrust your ideas or will upon others, not 

always to their benefit -- or YOURS -- but just for a show of strength.  Your 

determination can make enemies and undermine your fine executive abilities.  Try to 

develop the compassion and flexibility inherent in all successful leaders.  Otherwise, 

your effectiveness will be limited.  You will be a champion without honor and must look 

to yourself for any rewards you receive. 
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Uranus in Sagittarius 

 

(The Diviner) 

 

You are amazingly accurate in forecasting events or circumstances that come about.  

You have a good grasp of logic, so are unlikely to exceed your gifts, but use them to 

research areas that may contribute to the future of mankind. You are unconventional in 

your beliefs, fearless in your concepts, and may adopt philosophy rather than religion as 

a guideline.  You should introduce prudence into your restless nature to create wisdom 

you may share with others. 

 

 

Saturn in the Tenth House 

 

(The Deliberator) 

 

You know what you want.  You make your plans carefully, and you are willing to study, 

work hard and do whatever it takes to achieve your goals.  On your way to the top, be 
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careful not to ignore or alienate those close to you. Once you reach your zenith, try to 

find ways to reward your supporters.  Otherwise, you are liable to find yourself 

successful but solitary, with a void in your life that can only be filled by those who care 

for you. 

 

 

Uranus in the Eleventh House 

 

(The Fireball) 

 

Everyone you meet is a potential friend.  You get along well with groups, but set your 

own standards and seldom give in to peer pressure, so it is up to others to march to 

your special beat.  You attract beggars as well as kings, and see the value in both.  

Others may not share your unconventional views, so though you have a constant flow of 

people traveling through your life, you have few who are close to you.  Those YOU 

consider as friends, are "choice!" 
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First House Ruler and Dispositor Aspects 

 

Saturn sextile Mars  (Strength:  3.30) 

 

(The Informed) 

 

You realize your capabilities and are willing to work carefully for lasting results.  You do 

not take work loads as burdens, but as opportunities to improve your worth.  Your 

perseverance commands the respect, and sometimes attracts the dismay of others who 

lack your willingness to satisfy demands. You may be considered a "bookworm" or put 

your energies into serious tasks that others disdain, but are sure to have the last laugh 

when rewards are passed out. 

 

 

Uranus square Moon  (Strength:  4.95) 

 

(The Dissenter) 

 

You are likely to go against the crowd.  In a way, this is expressing your individuality, 

but you can gain a reputation for being "difficult" instead of "liberated." An inherent 

restlessness may spur you to take chances just to see what will "happen" to 

relationships if you jar their foundations.  On the other hand, you may suddenly feel your 
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needs are not in synch with partners and will look for unusual ways of cementing or 

dissolving commitments. 

 

 

Jupiter trine Venus  (Strength:  6.59) 

 

(The Contented) 

 

You are happy with who you are, where you are and what you are, so are pleasantly 

agreeable as a friend or social companion.  The only thing that may prevent you from 

becoming rich and/or famous is your tendency to take it easy and your belief that 

tomorrow will take care of itself.  This may or not be true, but you will never know if you 

don't summon the energy to round a corner and see for yourself how you may enhance 

your dreams and bring them to fruition. 

 

 

Jupiter conjunct Ascendant  (Strength:  3.73) 

 

(The Expansive) 

 

You desire the best of all-possible worlds and can't settle for less.  You may depend on 

others to provide your needs rather than to put your own energy into your projects.  You 

are surprised if they balk or object, since you reason you would do the same for them 
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under similar circumstances --and you would!  You are never satisfied with current 

achievements and will spend much of your life employing an "extra stretch" to extend 

your knowledge and share your findings. 

 

 

Jupiter square Pluto  (Strength:  3.27) 

 

(The Despot) 

 

You are almost certain to evoke the criticism of others and run into power plays 

because they feel threatened by your obsession with success.  If you are sure of your 

ground, you will defend your principles and convictions with all your might, but must first 

discern if you are right and can prove yourself and your ideals to all parties.  If you wish 

to lead others and gain their respect, you must examine yourself thoroughly to 

determine if you are above reproach. 

 

 

Mars square Neptune  (Strength:  2.66) 

 

(The Smoke Screen) 

 

You often deal from weakness instead of the real strength you possess, or hide behind 

the mask of a bully or someone too idealistic to be practical.  You fear if others see the 
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"real" you, they will not appreciate your very worthwhile qualities and take advantage.  

Stop playing games if you wish to succeed in relationships.  Decide to face issues 

honestly, or enlist the proper support to assist you over the hurdles and keep you on the 

straight course you must travel to achieve success. 

 

 

Pluto conjunct Sun  (Strength:  3.44) 

 

(The Delver) 

 

You will leave no stone unturned to understand the source of energies that press you to 

continually transform your life into "something better."  Facets of yourself that need 

revision will undergo radical changes as you eliminate anything impeding your progress.  

Keep your eye "single" as to how you may improve in spite of others who try to force 

you to their ways.  Believe in yourself.  Little can deter you, once you find a practical 

way to express your power. 
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Libra Midheaven 

 

You will do best in a career which makes use of your social skills and which allows you 

to appeal to popular tastes.  You have an in-born sense of beauty and proportion which 

could lead to a career in the arts.  Friendliness and social poise are important to you, so 

that you would make a good diplomat or agent.  A partner may play an important role in 

your career. 

 

Not impulsive, you strive towards a fair assessment of every situation.  You can help 

others to see the many different choices available, in such fields as communications, 

publishing, advertising, teaching, politics, or therapy.  With your love of variety and 

social interaction, you have a wide picture, but not a deep picture.  If you are not 

successful in your career, it will be because you use your charm to avoid work, or are 

too indecisive, superficial, or pleasure-loving.  Have confidence in your own judgment 

and do not become overly dependent on other people. 
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Occupations consistent with your aesthetic style of work include public relations, 

architect, artist, musician, diplomat, designer, theatrical agent, builder, planner, 

strategist, arbitrator, or social commentator.  For the most personal career guide, also 

consider the nature of any planets which fall in the 10th house or conjoin the 

Midheaven, the sign and house placements of Venus, ruler of the Midheaven, and any 

aspects which other planets make to the Midheaven. 

 

 

Tenth House Ruler Sign and House 

 

The Midheaven and Tenth House 

 

The Midheaven and Tenth House relate to the character of your public environment.  

They describe your career and contribution to the world.  During childhood they can 

describe the father. Scorpio is on the cusp of this house, so it is ruled by both Mars and 

Pluto.  Mars in Virgo is disposited by Mercury.  Pluto in Scorpio is disposited by Mars 

and Pluto. 
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Midheaven conjunct Venus  (Strength:  6.46) 

 

(The Altruistic) 

 

You may be "in love with love" but express it as a desire for universal love in the world.  

You radiate inner beauty and extend friendship, which is returned.  You enjoy 

entertaining and entertainment.  You may carve a career in the arts, but have to gather 

the energy to exercise the resolve necessary to achieve the fortune you pursue, instead 

of daydreaming.  You are extremely social and dislike being alone.  With the charm you 

possess, that's not likely to happen. 

 

 

 

  

Mars in Virgo 

 

(The Indispensable) 

 

You perform "to the letter" and often to an "nth" degree that is unnecessary.  You seem 

to have unlimited physical resources, take orders well and respect regimen, but may 
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have difficulty in relating to co-workers.  In arguments, you express quickly, accurately, 

and, too often, sarcastically. You are a valuable helpmate in personal relationships, 

though a need to avoid expressing yourself in a superior manner should be recognized 

and modified to an acceptable level. 

 

 

 

  

Pluto in Scorpio 

 

(The Regenerator) 

 

You are a believer in second chances, but a tendency to hold fast to everything past the 

time of practicality weakens your effectiveness to accept new opportunity.  You are 

always stronger because of the wisdom gained in past experiences.  On a world-scale, 

you can offer the proof of your convictions that there is much that may be salvaged for 

renewal, rather than a stubborn determination to do things your way at the expense of 

the greater good. 
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Mars in the Eighth House 

 

(The Broker) 

 

An inner knowledge fits you to deal with people on the most basic of levels.  Through 

human encounter, you will continually change your life patterns, if not your goals.  

Others will trust you to handle their ideas, personal conflicts and their money.  It is up to 

you to find ways to encourage the expansion of your associates and their assets in an 

objective manner without forcing an egoistic view of your personal evolution upon them. 

 

 

Pluto in the Tenth House 

 

(The Super-Achiever) 

 

Never mind if your foresight is not as good as your hindsight!   You learn through 

experience and must explore a whole spectrum before making solid decisions that will 

stick. All knowledge you acquire can be utilized.  Try to dodge the power plays you 

seem to invite and resist achieving success at a price to others.  Yours is always a 

"never say die" attitude.  Once you find your true calling, nothing much can keep you 

from the success you deserve. 
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